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7th December 2020 

Dear Parents/Carers, 
             
 
While we have a broad curriculum-based homework system, some parents have expressed an interest in further 
resources to support their child’s learning. In order to do this, we can offer a set of resources for parents to purchase 
if they wish. This will be for your child to use in addition to the homework that is set by school.  

Each bundle contains a set of six practice books for Maths and English. These books focus on reading, 
SPaG and maths skills covering all areas of the curriculum. The CGP Targeted Question books have 
practice questions— all fully up-to-date for the new curriculum. There is a section of questions for 
each topic, with space on each page to write the answers and any working out. Complete answers 
are included at the back for easy marking.  

At Uplands Junior School, we believe that homework plays an important part in a child’s education and have 
adopted a creative approach encompassing all areas of the curriculum.  We are also aware that children have 
opportunities and experiences outside of school that are equally important in developing and enriching their lives. 
We will give careful consideration to making homework well-balanced across the school and incorporate these 
outside interests. 

When purchasing as a parent, the recommended retail cost would be £22 (or over £25 if purchasing each book 
separately).  

There is a reduced cost of purchasing this resource through school. Books can be ordered via logging into 
SIMS Pay system at a cost of £11.00 for the set. The cut-off date for all orders is Friday 15th January 2021. 

Please note that these are optional resources for you to purchase and use as you wish at home. School will not be 
responsible for collecting and marking work completed by the children.  

Yours sincerely, 

Mrs N Roberts 
Assistant Head Techer/Maths Lead 
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